Please mark up the vest on the “My Vest”
page (page 2) to your requirements including
any wording and logos where you would
like them to appear.
If you are looking for inspiration for a vest
layout produced using our “sublimation”
process take a look at our facebook page
(in facebook search for “Fastrax Running”) and click photos.
For an explanation of the “Sublimation” processes please see page 4.

Other layout ideas can be found under
the “Style Gallery”at...
www.fastraxrunning.com
Please note... This PDF file is saved in a vector format
so if you are proficient in any graphics programs such
as Adobe Illustrator, CorelDraw etc. you will be able to
import page 2 of this file into your program and draw
out your design to fit in the vest diagram.
Digital files or photos can be emailed to
andy@completerunner.co.uk
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My Vest

Use this blank vest template to mark on your colours, panels, logos and wording. If you have other ideas just choose
to reprint page 2 as many times as required and send all these along with the “My Details” page (page 3).
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Vest Production Process
“Sublimation”
With this method we draw out the whole design (A) which includes any bands,
curves, fades of colour and draw on wording and/or multi coloured logos. (B) This is
then printed on to rolls of wide continuous paper using a large format printer. The
vest back and front panels are cut out from white fabric. The paper and vest panels
then pass through a large heated rollers and the ink is then dyed into the vest
panels. © The trim is also dyed to match using the same method and the vest is
then sewn together.
This method eliminates the seams and the need for adding additional prints so
results in a lighter vest and reduces the risk of rubbing. Of course the added
benefit of the design being dyed into the fabric stops any lifting of the logos and
wording. Without the restriction of joining bits of fabric it also enables you to be
more creative with your design ideas.
Please note that the sublimation vests are a fixed price so the more you add does
not increase the cost.
Colours - there are 1000's of colour shades available using this method. We use the
CMYK colour process.
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